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¿Qué Pasa, Ohio State? supports the exchange of information and opportunities for dialogue among all students and faculty regarding Latinx issues across the disciplines. Published semiannually, ¿Qué Pasa, Ohio State? showcases the important work happening in the Latinx community at Ohio State in the form of research essays, event reports, creative works of poetry and fiction, recognition of the professional achievements of alumni, faculty and student profiles, and food reviews. The magazine is sponsored by the Office of Diversity and Inclusion. It was established in 1994 as a joint effort between ¿Qué Pasa, Midwest? is a bilingual podcast that creates a sense of community for Midwestern Latinx who are missing an essential piece of their cultural identity. We do that by sharing their stories to create a sense of hope and alliance. We also foster education on divisive issues.

Aug 27 ¿QPM? Law enforcement agencies across Ohio cooperated in a monthlong investigation, dubbed Operation Autumn Hope, that led to 179 arrests and the recovery of 45 missing children. In all, 109 human trafficking victims were rescued and referred to social services, the Ohio Attorney General's Office reported. More than 50 agencies participated in the operation, which also included the arrest of a man and the recovery of two children in West Virginia. “My thanks to all personnel who have stepped up for this operation,” Peter Tobin, U.S. Marshal for the Southern District of Ohio, said in a news release (Spring 2019). Publisher: Ohio State University. Citation: ¿Qué Pasa, Ohio State?, vol. 27, no. 2 (Spring 2019). Abstract: Issue includes: “La fluidez en Español” by Angela Acosta; “Luz Por Las Nubes II” by Rolando Rubalcava; “Resurgimiento” by Maria Camila Scholarship Sponsors” by Carlos Berrios Polanco; “My Stone Lab Experience” by Adrián Rodríguez; “ODI Team at U.S. Hispanic Leadership Institute's National Conference” by Lauren Lopez; “Institute on Teaching and Mentoring” by Reyna Esquivel-King; “Alpha Psi Lambda Celebrates Founder's Week” by Ayanna Williams; and “OSU Partners with Ohio Latino Affairs for Latino Education” by Reyna Esquivel-King.